Thursday-Nursery Rhyme: Jack & Jill

1. Morning Work-Write your first and last name today. Choose what to write with-crayon, marker, color pencil or pencil.

2. Jack & Jill Put together, color, and read it.

3. Jack & Jill Play-Please do one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Letters & Sounds-Jack & Jill both start with J. What can you find in your house that starts with J?
   B. Math-Jack & Jill had a pail. If you have a pail add water, toys, or rocks. Does it get heavier? If you take it-what happens? Discuss the words heavier & lighter.
   C. Build-Choose blocks, Legos, Magna blocks, or any building toy. Can you build a pail? Well?
   D. Fine Motor-Jack & Jill went up a hill. Make a hill out of play dough. Then use puppets to act out the nursery rhyme.
   E. Art-Jack broke his crown. Make a crown. (I have included a resource.)
   F. Gross Motor-Pretend to be Jack & Jill. Pretend to walk up a hill.

4. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyXaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAb1cwFOA
   C. Count Days and continue pattern.
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPoulWCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.

5. We have Gym today. Go to Coach Red’s page to see her plan.

6. Sequence-Retell the story of Jack & Jill-use sequence page or draw it out.
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